
3rd/4th HOUSE LEAGUE RULES
2022-23

ARMSTRONG/COOPER BASKETBALL
REPORTING: Coaches of the winning teams are responsible for reporting their game and skills results to the
house league commissioner after each game.

Official Minnesota High School Basketball rules apply unless changed by the following league rules:

SCORING AND TIMEKEEPING: For 3rd and 4th grade games, the referees will keep track of the time, unless
the use of a scoreboard is available in which they will need a volunteer to run.  Each team is encouraged to
mark scores – totals should be compared between the teams at each quarter break.

FORFEITS: If a team fails to have five players and a coach or designated adult supervisor available within ten
minutes after the scheduled start time, the referee will declare the game forfeited.

PLAYING TIME: Each player must play at least half of each game, including half of each half. The five
players that start a quarter or quarter break must play that half of that quarter without substitution (except for
injury substitutions).  The timekeeper will notify both coaches and the referee at the 5-minute mark so
substitutions can be made. Coaches, not referees, are responsible for this rule. The coaches will make every
effort to quickly get their players on the court and ready for the start of play.  A technical foul will be assessed
for every player who has not played in a half. If a player is being disciplined for behavior or attendance or is ill,
the coach may waive the playing time requirement, but only after notifying the opposing coach and the player’s
parent or guardian.

Refer to the guidelines below for determining fair and equal playing time:
10 players – each person plays ½ of game (4 of 8 periods)
9 players – max is 5 out of 8 periods for any player
8 players – each person plays 5 out of 8 periods
7 players – max is 6 out of 8 periods for any player
6 players – max is 7 out of 8 periods for any player

Note: a period is defined as ½ of a quarter. There are 40 periods (5 players/game x 8 periods/player) in
each game – 5 players on the floor and eight ½ quarter time slots, exclusive of overtime.

GAME TIME AND TIMEOUTS: The first through the third quarter will be 10 minutes straight running time,
except when a time out is called, during a shooting foul that involves free throws, if there is an injury, or at the
mid-quarter substitution break.  In the fourth quarter, the running time rules apply to the first 9 minutes.
However, the clock will stop on every whistle during the last minute of the game.  Each team will receive two
1-minute timeouts per game (no additional timeouts for overtime). The quarter breaks are 1 minute, and the half
time break is 3 minutes. There is no warm up except for skills drills.

OVERTIME: If a game ends in a tie, after a one minute rest the teams will play a two minute overtime, with
the final minute being stop time. Possession at the beginning of overtime will be a continuation of the games
alternating possessions. If after overtime the game is still tied, a sudden death will be played with the first team
to score winning. Possession at the beginning of the sudden death overtime will be a continuation of the games
alternating possessions. NOTE: the equal playing time rule is no longer applicable during overtime period.
Lineup for overtime is at the coach's discretion. A timeout can be used during the overtime period if a timeout is
available (no additional timeouts are given for the overtime period).
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FOULS:
a. Teams shoot one and one on the seventh foul by the opposing team and two on the tenth foul.
b. Players foul out when they commit their fifth foul.
c. If a player fouling out would leave a team with only four remaining eligible players, the person

fouling out will remain in the game. Every additional foul by that player will result in a technical foul
with the penalty as described in “d”. Players on the bench who fouled out earlier in the game may not
re-enter the game.

d. The penalty for a technical foul is the automatic awarding of two points plus possession, out of
bounds at mid-court.

e. The free throw line for the 3rd and 4th grade leagues will be 12 feet.

BALL: Preference is for the 27.5 ball to be used, but the 28.5 ball is acceptable.

LANE VIOLATIONS: Lane violations will be called at 5 seconds.

DEFENSIVE RULES: Our defensive rules are intended to allow for the development of players of all skill
levels.  We need our referees to help teach, implement, and enforce our objectives. Our referees are not paid to
“just let them play”, but rather to help players develop according to our objectives. If coaches feel
commissioner intervention would help more fully achieve our objectives, please make contact. We want our
players to learn good person-to-person defense, and when and how to switch, double team and play help
defense. We do not want an outstanding or early growing player to be going against a suffocating zone. We
want the better players to be challenged and have the fullest opportunity to have fun and develop. We want the
less developed players to likewise have the opportunity to be meaningfully involved and have the fullest
opportunity to have fun and develop. Please coach your teams within the spirit of these rules and philosophies –
keep the best players challenged, but be sure the less developed players are not smothered out of meaningful
action.
1. Zone defenses are not allowed. After one warning, each additional infraction will draw a technical foul. We

expect referees to be constantly talking to our players about this.
2. Double-teaming the person with the ball, or switching, is temporarily allowed within shooting range only to

stop a shot, stop a drive or to steal the ball. Within shooting range is defined as within 12’ from the basket.
3. Triple teaming is not permitted at any time.  Permanent double-teaming is also not allowed.
4. Chasing the ball is not allowed. One player cannot just go wherever the ball is.
5. Sagging off your player is not allowed. However, playing help defense is allowed.  If the ball is on the other

side of the court from your player, or if the person your player is guarding is outside where the 3-point line
is/would be, your player can position himself or herself just outside the free throw line.  Your player can
then go beyond playing help defense to complete a double team or to make a double switch, although your
player cannot sag into the lane as in a zone defense.  Below is an example of proper help defense.
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6. Offensive plays designed to clear all players to outside the 3-point line to set up an isolated 1 on 1 play are
discouraged. When 2 or more offensive players (not counting the player with the ball) are positioned outside
the 3-point line (or where it should be), one defender can sag totally into the free throw lane to destroy the
isolation. When the offensive player reenters the 3-point area, the defensive player must then move to cover
the player.

7. No backcourt defense allowed.  Teams must fall back to half court (at least 3 ft back from mid-court line)
before picking up a player on defense or trying to steal the ball. However, everyone can fully contest
rebounds until the defensive team has established complete possession of the ball. (This will be a judgment
call by the officials. Immediately as the player first comes down with the rebound, it can be stolen away –
we want our players to be quick and opportunistic. But once the ball is controlled and protected, while
waiting for the other team to back off, it cannot be stolen).

8. On each inbounds, the coach can request that the in-bounding be done at half court instead of the location of
the infraction. This will allow a team having difficulty in bounding the ball to make a defenseless backcourt
inbounds.

UNSPORTSMAN-LIKE CONDUCT: Any questions for a referee must be done in an adult professional
manner. Sportsman-like conduct is expected from all coaches, players, and spectators. Extreme behavior either
directed at a player or an official will result in a technical foul. After the second technical foul, the person will
be ejected from the game. In the event of disruptive spectators, the first offense is a warning to the coach, the
second offense the coach will receive a technical and the spectator will be asked to leave. The third offense, the
coach will be asked to leave. Any player who receives two technical fouls will be ejected from the game.
NOTE: As listed in the “FOULS” section, the penalty for a technical foul is the automatic awarding of two
points plus possession, out of bounds at mid-court.

TIE-BREAKER CRITERIA: The following criteria will be used to break any ties among teams with identical
win/loss record for determining final standings and playoff seeding:
1. Best head-to-head record
2. Lowest points allowed in games among tied teams
3. Lowest points allowed per game during entire season (excluding forfeited games or games where score is

unknown)
4. Coin flip

CANCELLATION DUE TO WEATHER: For non-weekend games or practices, as long as Robbinsdale
District schools are open, then games/practices are on. If Robbinsdale schools are closed, then all evening
activities are cancelled. On weekends, cancellation will be at the discretion of the House Commissioner and
Referee Coordinator. Weekend games will only be cancelled during extreme weather conditions. Unless
contacted, assume that any weekend games are on. Every effort will be made to contact coaches should games
be cancelled. Any cancelled regular season games will not be made up.
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